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Creating Political Authority
in the Political Mobilization and Empowerment of African Americans
From their beginnings in the 1820s, African-American newspapers have always been strong and vocal allies for the rights of
became important as platforms of political agency for those who were denied conventional means of political participation in
the government. In particular, this study focuses on four avenues through which the newspapers were utilized to afford political
agency to Africans Americans: the material and rhetorical support of black suffrage; the promotion and facilitation of public
protest; the promotion of material and moral elevation; and the creation and promotion of a black national and historical
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y the beginning of the Civil War, African-American newspapers had become an indispensable ally for African Americans in their struggle for equal rights throughout the United
States with at least thirty-eight of these papers printed and distributed throughout the nation and beyond.1 As self-proclaimed
reformers, the African-American writers, publishers, and editors of
the antebellum black press became the leaders of political mobilization efforts that cut across class, age, and gender, simultaneously
fighting against slavery and the social and legal degradation of free
blacks everywhere.2
newspapers both of and for black Americans, which were instrumental in black identity formation and in defense of the fundamental rights of African-descended people everywhere.
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American papers of the mid-nineteenth century became important
as platforms of political agency, intended for those who were largely denied conventional means of participation within the United
ing a time of expanding public participation in politics, and ends
on the eve of the Civil War.3 As defined by many of the newspapers, the dual purpose of the antebellum black press was the elevation of free blacks and the emancipation of slaves. A legal form of
bondage, slavery would by definition require legislative change to
be eliminated. During a period when both legal and extra-legal
discrimination against free African Americans was extreme, legislation was needed to protect any gains that might be made towards
the betterment of free blacks. Beginning in the 1830s, when political action became increasingly significant in the lives of many
white Americans, African-American newspapers stepped up to fill
the void for blacks, who were denied true citizenship and equal
political opportunity.
thoroughly documented by a number of historians of the early
black press. In addition to serving an essential role in the abolitionist movement, these papers strove to give a public voice to blacks,
to alleviate prejudice in American society, and to generally improve
the condition of African Americans throughout the nation.4 Moreover, as this study demonstrates, the antebellum black press was
fundamental in the political mobilization and empowerment of
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African Americans at both the community and national levels.
both locally and nationally towards issues relating to legal and exWhile many authors have alluded to the political significance tralegal discrimination against free blacks and those enslaved. This
of the press, no concise treatment of the role of the black press in study demonstrates that these factors played significant roles in the
the political agency of African Americans has been written. Be- political mobilization and empowerment of free African Americans
yond this, this research provides a poignant example of how Af- nationwide on behalf of themselves as well as those in bondage.
rican Americans took an active role in their own liberation in the
years before the Civil War. Despite divisions within black society
he Weekly Advocate was begun on January 7, 1837, in New
based on gender, class, and location, many African Americans in
York City by up-and-coming black journalist Phillip Bell,
the antebellum period understood that the gravity of their situawho had previously been a subscription agent for William
tion would require a unified response. At different levels, the efforts Lloyd Garrison’s Boston abolitionist paper, The Liberator.7 After
of the leaders of the black press and the agents, subscribers, and floundering for financial support for two months, Bell tried to rereaders worked in concert to create a povitalize the paper with a new name, The
litical protest that would form the basis
Colored American, and a new editor, Samof black radical action for generations.
uel Cornish. He was a prominent Presby“By the mid-1830s,
This study demonstrates how the
terian minister and one of the originators
political involvement was
relationships between the black press, its
of Freedom’s Journal, the first Africanaudience, and black political activities
American newspaper from 1827 to 1829.
undeniably an important part The Colored American had some success
underscored the political relevance of the
antebellum black press in the lives of Afin the next few years and gained more
in the lives
rican Americans. In particular, it focuses
subscribers than earlier African-American
on four main avenues through which Afpapers, but due to financial difficulties, it
of many white Americans.
rican-American newspapers were used to
was forced to cease publication in 1842
afford political agency to African Amerias the longest-running African-American
During this period, sweeping
cans who were largely excluded from the
publication up to that time.
democratic process: the material and
Frederick Douglass, an escaped slave
changes in governmental policy
rhetorical support of black suffrage; the
and one of the most prominent voices
and suffrage laws succeeded in in the fight for the rights of free and enpromotion and facilitation of public protest; the promotion of material and morslaved African Americans in the antebelextending the franchise
al elevation; and the creation of a black
lum period, began publishing The North
national and historical identity. Each of
Star on December 3, 1847, in Rochester,
to a great number
these points is examined in detail.
New York. Like Bell, he also had been a
Two African-American newspapers
subscription agent for The Liberator, beof American citizens.”
were chosen as the focus of this study.
ginning in 1841, and had served as coThese were The Weekly Advocate, later reeditor of The Ram’s Horn, another prominamed The Colored American, and The North Star, later known as nent African-American newspaper, for a short period in 1847.8 In
Frederick Douglass’ Paper. They were selected because they were the 1851, The North Star was merged with Gerrit Smith’s party pubpremiere African-American newspapers of their day with broader na- lication, The Liberty Party Paper, and re-titled Frederick Douglass’
tional and international circulations and more subscribers and read- Paper.9 Douglass incurred a large financial debt to keep his paper
ers than other African-American publications. Both were published running and in 1860 was forced to convert the weekly paper to
in New York, the only state to develop a lasting black press in the a monthly magazine titled Douglass’ Monthly. It continued to be
years before the Civil War.5 Beyond this, both papers had unusually published until the emancipation proclamation became effective
long life spans for this period. At a time when most African-Ameri- on January 1, 1863.
can publications came and went in only a few months, the editors of
By the mid-1830s, political involvement was undeniably an
these papers succeeded in keeping their publications afloat for years. important part in the lives of many white Americans. During this
Their longevity allows for a more intensive study of single sources period, sweeping changes in governmental policy and suffrage laws
over a greater time span. Finally, the selection of these two newspa- succeeded in extending the franchise to a great number of Ameripers also was influenced by the relatively large number of extant cop- can citizens. This was the era of Jacksonian democracy, a political
ies still available; both The Colored American and Frederick Douglass’ movement beginning in the mid-1820s and most notably chamPaper have been preserved in paper form as well as on microfilm by a pioned by Andrew Jackson, which argued for removing airs of arnumber of institutions. In the last several years, an enormous num- istocracy from American government and increasing the political
ber of pre-Civil War newspapers have become available online on rights of American citizens, at least white males.10 Almost all adult
Accessible Archives. This database is searchable, allowing for specific white males gained voting rights, and political parties began to ordates, events, or themes to be easily located, thus greatly increasing ganize newly franchised voters in unprecedented numbers, leading
the research potential of these documents.6
to surprisingly close election returns nationwide.11 African-AmeriThis study stresses the politically active elements of the con- can reformers of the era understood the power of the elective frantent of the newspapers rather than simply the events that they de- chise, but African Americans were almost totally excluded from
scribed. Evidence for black political action and community unifi- voting through both legal and extra-legal means, which left free
cation was sought within their content and consisted primarily of: blacks and slaves with virtually no direct political influence.12 Black
articles and editorials that demonstrated political actions initiated press leaders nevertheless saw the developing emphasis on political
by the papers (rather than simply reported); advocacy or rejection participation as an opportunity for positive change and attempted
of governmental practices or policies; and attempts to unify blacks to use their unique public positions to employ the power of the
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ballot on behalf of those denied representation.
essence, this was an attempt to harness the political agency of white
When The Colored American was first published in 1837, it Americans on behalf of disenfranchised black Americans.
represented a new direction for New York’s reform community. ReBecause of this, the African-American press’ major role in
jecting the principles of non-resistance and apolitical reform that electoral politics was to offer discussions of policies and candidates
had characterized the anti-slavery movement in the early decades of relating to their political aims. As elections approached, articles,
the nineteenth century, the leaders of the new black press felt it was editorials, and letters from patrons advocating one cause or another
their duty to seek political answers to decidedly political problems.13 filled their pages. Although the reformers of the era shared comAlthough only a small percentage of African Americans lived in mon political aims, opinions differed as to how they could best be
states where they could legally vote, the black press supported black reached. Many felt they could not support a candidate who did not
suffrage fervently. The leaders of the black press believed that those fully advocate the cause of black Americans, while others believed
who could constitutionally cast a ballot would make a difference, it was in their best interest to choose a major party candidate.20
and they argued that failure to utilize the
Through the African-American press,
franchise where it was permitted would
this debate became part of a public diaonly fuel the anti-suffrage argument. As
logue within the northern reform com“The pragmatic AfricanThe Colored American noted on April 29,
munity.21 Reformers with competing po1837, “Why extend to these people the American press leaders searched litical ideologies battled for the support
right of municipal suffrage, when those
of the newspapers, which may have been
for new ways
who are by law entitled to it, do not use
indicative of a large number of voters.
it?”14
The opinion of the African-American
to obtain political influence.
There was, however, one major
press was indeed valued by many voters
roadblock to political involvement for
in their political decisions as was eviImportantly, in this regard,
African Americans: free blacks and slaves
denced by a subscriber in 1840 who sugwere almost completely disenfranchised.
African-American newspapers gested that it was the duty of The Colored
How effective could the efforts of the
American to tell readers, “for whom shall
black press be to mobilize the Africanwe vote?”22
sought and obtained
American electorate with such a limited
In addition to carrying on debates
significant numbers of white
constituency? One way the press sought
on issues important to black Americans,
to answer this question was to work dithe black press also played a significant
readers and subscribers.”
rectly toward an increase in the electororganizational role in electoral politics.
ate. In addition to constantly petitioning
These papers became a source of inforthe government for suffrage rights, The Colored American encour- mation for voters who advocated reform, printing explanations of
aged its patrons to save their money and to purchase the required election laws and reminders of registration deadlines.23 Before the
real estate for the vote.15 Smith donated a significant portion of his 1840 elections, the proprietors of The Colored American provided
property to try and help some free blacks earn suffrage rights, and voting tickets for all of the candidates whom they felt deserved
letters in the African-American newspapers suggested that others support and arranged places for them to be received.24 In this way,
with the means should do likewise.16 Even with these efforts, the African-American newspapers were useful in a practical and mamost optimistic estimates of the number of qualified black voters terial sense, making it as easy as possible to vote on those issues
were bleak.
important to African Americans.
Thus, the pragmatic African-American press leaders searched
for new ways to obtain political influence. Importantly, in this relthough their numbers were small, evidence suggests that
gard, African-American newspapers sought and obtained signifithe reform vote championed by the leaders of the black
cant numbers of white readers and subscribers.17 The leaders of the
press played a significant role in a number of elections.
black press understood that their white readers, not subject to the The Liberty Party, the Free Soil Party, and later the Republican
stringent suffrage restrictions of African Americans, could be pow- Party succeeded in electing a moderate number of local officials in
erful political allies. Because of this, the black press attempted to friendly regions before the Civil War.25 Probably more influential
mobilize the white reform vote. In an early call to white voters on than a small number of elected officials, the reform vote also sucSeptember 15, 1838, The Colored American appealed: “Let all white cessfully prevented the elections of many major party candidates.
voters, who would not make their republicanism a mockery, and Proudly reprinted in The Colored American in 1838 was a passage
expose themselves and [their] children to the severest application of from a Whig Party paper attributing the loss of their gubernatorial
our Savior’s rule, ‘With what measure ye mete, it shall be measured candidate in Ohio to the abolitionist vote.26 By 1841, the Liberty
to you again,’ let all such immediately adopt the first of the above Party had grown significantly, leading to several high office upsets
declarations, and proclaim it in the ears of every politician who in northern states.27 Though never achieving more than 4.7 permay ever ask their vote.”18 Frederick Douglass’ Paper displayed simi- cent of the vote in any presidential election, the Liberty Party was
lar sentiments on December 1, 1854, praising voters after the re- given credit by many contemporary citizens for the defeat of Henry
cent elections for refusing to place pro-slavery politicians in office: Clay by James K. Polk in 1844.28 Thus, the mobilization of the
“Let the People continue to think, and act for themselves, and not reform vote had a significant, direct influence on election returns.
bow with implicit obedience, to the dicta of assumed superiority. The identification of the reform-minded community as politically
When the whites are emancipated, there will be more hope for the essential to winning elections meant that the issues important to
blacks.”19 Thus, acting as advocates of black Americans, the African- such groups could no longer be ignored by the major parties.
American papers supported the use of the white vote and therefore
Thus, through the efforts of their relentless leaders, the Africanattempted to influence the political decisions of white voters. In American newspapers developed into powerful political platforms,
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fundamentally linked with the reform vote and the party system.
eyond this, antebellum African-American newspapers also
Able to position their publications in this way, the black press beserved an essential role in the creation and direction of the
came an influential force in mobilizing and directing the votes of
political protest of black communities. The proprietors,
those friendly to their cause. Unlike the American electoral system, journalists, and editors of the black press were the leaders of the
the pages of the African-American newspapers were free and open northern free black population, and among their ranks were the
to all African Americans, and those disenfranchised could make prominent members of local and national anti-slavery organizatheir political pleas in these publications and vie for the advocacy tions, property owners, ministers, orators, and authors. As Frankie
of their readers. In essence, the efforts of the black press succeeded Hutton wrote in 1993, the leaders of the black press were the
in offering nominal political influence to those otherwise denied “agenda setters extraordinaire” for the free black population.37
any voice in politics.
Therefore, the political ideals of these community leaders were exTo both white and black Americans in the mid-nineteenth tremely influential in directing the actions of others. Dedicated to
century, the legacy of the American
the cause of free blacks and slaves, they
Revolution sustained an indispensable
attempted to promote political agitation
belief that protest was both the right
within black communities, and newspa“To both
and duty of citizens in a democratic sopers were their primary vehicle for reachwhite and black Americans
ciety.29 Americans consistently protected
ing the public.
this right even when the cause was an
One of the instrumental ways that
in the mid-nineteenth century, African-American newspapers were able
unpopular one.30 Thus, political protest remained one of the most powerful
to encourage political agitation was to
the legacy
weapons in the arsenal of the black press
uphold the necessity of individual acleaders, and this study argues that they
tion. Importantly, the leaders of the
of the American Revolution
consciously used protest tactics to obtain
black press understood that there was
political influence for those denied tradia need for community-wide, political
sustained an indispensable
tional means of political participation.
action, and the African-American pa“The hardest stone may be worn by a
pers often printed calls for mass public
belief that protest was both
constant dripping on its surface. . . . [M]
meetings and conventions. On June 19,
the right and duty of citizens
y opinion is that your motto should be
1841, The Colored American encouraged
‘agitate, agitate, agitate’!”31 As suggested
its readers to attend a protest against the
in a democratic society.
by those words from The Colored AmeriMaryland Colonization Society, procan on March 15, 1838, the concept of
claiming, “Brethren! let us gather, and set
Americans consistently
“agitation” was one that was familiar to
our brand on this persecution, and send
the reformers of the antebellum black
sympathy to the Marylanders!”38 Simiprotected this right
press. Again and again in their pleas to
larly, Frederick Douglass’ Paper testified to
their readers, African-American newsthe need to attend such gatherings.39 As
even when the cause
papers demanded that it was the duty of
the leaders of the black press understood,
was an unpopular one.
free blacks to “agitate” society and govbringing together African Americans in
ernment until the rights of all African
the public sphere could present them as a
Thus, political protest remained unified and powerful public force, which
Americans were guaranteed.32
This emphasis on agitation was,
could be an important step towards demone of the most powerful
in many ways, a direct response to the
onstrating that black society was both acplatform of mainstream society. To an
tive and politically relevant.
weapons in the arsenal
overwhelming majority of Americans,
In addition to presenting the calls
discussions of slavery and the rights of
for local meetings and state-wide conof the black press leaders.”
free blacks had no place in politics, and
ventions, the African-American newspathroughout the 1830s and 1840s, abolipers also reported the resolutions of the
tionists and reformers were frequently confronted by anti-reform meetings to those who could not attend.40 Because the papers were
mobs bent on preventing “fanatics” from disturbing the status widely distributed and read, they were in a unique position to dequo.33 Reflecting popular opinions, the major political parties liver the political platform developed by the prominent free black
adopted a policy of non-agitation on such contentious matters.34 leadership to African-American society as a whole. The promotion
Additionally, the mainstream press was virtually silent on issues of specific issues through the press supported the collective mobiimportant to black Americans, but to the free black leaders of the lization of black Americans on those things that were seen as the
African-American press who every day felt the effect of slavery and most urgent, which further unified protestors and increased their
oppression, silence was not an option. These reformers fought to persuasive power.
create a society compatible with the needs of all African AmeriNot only was the press able to promote specific issues and
cans.35 By refusing to remain silent, the black press in effect forced inform communities of actions that might be taken, but it played a
mainstream society to confront issues which otherwise would have fundamental role in facilitating the consolidation of individual pobeen ignored, and the resulting public discussion created a “dialec- litical voices in order to present a solidified, public front. One way
tical relationship between oppression and resistance,” according to this was done was to print form letters for political petitions, and
historian Gayle Tate, which was the groundwork of the entire black African-American newspapers contained printed sets of demands
resistance movement.36 Thus, African-American newspapers were, to be presented to Congress, encouraging readers to cut them out
in and of themselves, agitators and a powerful form of protest.
and copy them.41 The widespread proliferation of petitions through
Journalism History 34:2 (Summer 2008)
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the press also offered other significant advantages. For example, The slavery.47 Thus, it was only when threatened by the scrutiny of the
Colored American in 1837 printed three petitions to be presented northern abolitionist reformers that southern slaveholders began
to the New York state legislature, demanding an end to slavery, to defend slavery as a positive good.48 To many northerners this
suffrage for free blacks, and jury trials for suspected fugitive slaves. attitude was a rejection of the free labor tenets central to AmeriThroughout the next several months, the circulating agents of the can democracy.49 Therefore, it can be argued that the agitation of
paper delivered the petitions and traveled the state collecting signa- the abolitionists and the reformers of the mid-nineteenth century,
tures.42 Their efforts were rewarded with hundreds of signatures on which was aided by the black press, essentially revealed profound
each petition spanning sixty-eight feet of paper.43 The use of a sin- differences in the values of northern and southern Americans and
gle petition form allowed the reform community to stand together set the stage for the Civil War.
and to make a consolidated plea for their political aims, and such
In the prospectus of The North Star on December 3, 1847,
efforts worked to concentrate the efforts of reformers on a single Douglass wrote: “While our paper shall be mainly Anti-Slavery,
issue at a single time, strengthening their
its columns shall be freely opened to
political stance.
the candid and decorous discussion of
Reformers also developed more
all measures and topics of a moral and
“While African-American
coercive means of political agitation.
humane character, which may serve to
Paramount in this respect was the boy- newspapers were unquestionably enlighten, improve, and elevate mancott on slave-produced goods, which
kind.”50 These words suggest the anteof
vital
importance
was advocated by nearly all American
bellum African-American press was inabolitionists throughout the antebellum
terested in more than just the political
to the collective protests
period.44 African-American newspapers
rights of African Americans. Like his
consistently printed articles advocating of black communities, it is more predecessors, he positioned his paper as
it. For example, on September 5, 1850,
both a political emancipator and a moral
The North Star wrote: “Encourage the
elevator of the black population. While
difficult to determine
free-laboring farmers of the South, and
in the past many historians have chosen
decline the products of sweat and toil,
to interpret the papers’ moral content
what effect such widespread
and it may exert a moral influence over
as purely assimilationist or derivative
protest efforts had
the slave-holder, while it will gain the
of white culture, this study argues that,
good will of the poor white citizens of the
when viewed in the appropriate cultural
on mainstream white society.
South to the cause of human freedom.”45
and historical context, the creation and
In addition to publicly and enthusiastiextension of such images in the press had
One of the most important
cally advocating the boycott, Africana pragmatic political purpose for black
American newspapers also were in a
Americans.
results of the political protest
unique position to facilitate the efforts of
Many historians have noted the
individuals to uphold it as they became
prevalence of messages of elevation, upcarried out and facilitated
a source of information regarding items
lift, and morality in antebellum Africanby the black press
produced by free labor and places from
American papers.51 Columns promoting
46
which they could be obtained. Thus, by
education, temperance, hard work, inwas the creation
informing interested parties of real alterdustry, and moral conviction, alongside
natives to slave-produced products, the
pleas for political action, were very much
of a public discourse
press served to ease the difficulty of the
the staple of antebellum black newspaboycott. Undoubtedly, this helped gain
pers.52 To the editors of the black press,
on
the
issues
important
supporters for the cause, which increased
it was their duty to instruct African
the reform community’s power of finanAmericans not only in their political acto black Americans.”
cial persuasion.
tions but in their moral actions as well.
Thus, they were highly concerned with
hile African-American newspapers were unquestionably how black individuals conducted themselves within the commuof vital importance to the collective protests of black nity and at large.
communities, it is more difficult to determine what efHoping to influence subscribers, black newspapers promoted
fect such widespread protest efforts had on mainstream white so- an ideal vision of upright living with readers being repeatedly reciety. One of the most important results of the political protest minded of the benefits of genteel manners and politeness. For excarried out and facilitated by the black press was the creation of a ample, Douglass wrote in The North Star on October 12, 1849:
public discourse on the issues important to black Americans. By “True politeness is the offspring of good nature and a good heart.
steadfastly advocating the cause of free blacks and slaves, African- It is as far from the studied politeness of a top, as the flower of wax
American newspapers ensured these issues would never again be is from nature’s own fragrant rose.”53 The papers printed exemplary
ignored. The decision to carry out protest through political theaters stories of African Americans who, by hard work and moral convicalso brought with it additional advantages. Placing their protests in tion, had elevated themselves in society. Encouraging readers to
a political context, the leaders of the black press created a situation learn from these examples, The Colored American wrote on March
in which their opponents felt that they, too, must respond in a 11, 1837: “Now go ye, dear people, and do ye likewise with your
political fashion. This had ironic results for the defenders of slav- children; and may the benedictions of heaven rest on you and on
ery, who, having always portrayed themselves as moderates, now them.”54 Similarly, Douglass attested to the possibilities of elevawere forced to reveal their truly radical political commitment to tion through industriousness on July 7, 1848, in The North Star:
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“Their excellencies the Governors of some of our states, honorable ship.61 As he observed, elevation of the mind, the body, and sociSenators, respectable lawyers, ministers and schoolmasters, by regi- ety were both fundamental and natural. Therefore, when the black
ments, began to hew their way to honorable stations, literally with press promoted self-improvement and morality, they were speakthe axe.”55
ing of common ideals embedded within the nineteenth-century
Also of fundamental concern to the black press was the ma- American ideological framework of which they felt themselves to
terial condition of black Americans. Owing to this, the African- be a part. Historian Patrick Rael wrote in 2002 that “uplift and elAmerican press often printed articles encouraging frugal spending evation were less tropes to be manipulated than they were elements
habits and promoting profitable industries.56 Thus, the prominent of a conceptual landscape that could not be imagined without
black newspaper leaders used their publications to create and pro- them.”62 Indeed, authors could speak simply of “elevation” without
mote a concept of a respectable and elevated person. This concept any need of explanation. Thus, as he continued, “Black responses
of elevation gave upwardly mobile African Americans something to white supremacy relied upon a set of values held deeply and
to aspire to, and the success stories confor their own merit, quite apart from
tinued to allow free blacks to believe that
any strategic utility they might have postheir individual elevation could be realsessed”.63
“In Democracy in America,
ized.
The promotion of moral and maHistorians of the black press have Alexis de Tocqueville recognized terial elevation was not simply derived
noted that this particular vision of moral
from the Victorian ideologies of middlemainstream America’s belief
and upright living on the pages of Africlass white Americans, nor was its purcan-American newspapers shared many
pose to assimilate blacks into white soin what he called
ideological facets with the Victorian
ciety; rather, this potential for elevation
values espoused by white middle-class
appealed to people across racial and class
‘the perfectibility of man,’
citizens at the time.57 Owing to these
lines. Importantly to contemporary black
similarities, some modern scholars have
which essentially was the belief Americans, espousing cultural ideologies
ascribed these efforts as attempts to asand norms traditionally seen as “white
similate blacks into white society by that humans were uniquely able values” was a form of social protest. As
adopting acceptable social values and
African Americans declared their belief in
to consciously improve
norms.58 To these authors, the leaders
the fundamental concepts of uplift and
of the black press promoted the comelevation, they were stating their adherthemselves and their society.
mon middle class ideologies and values
ence to uniquely American values that
of white society as ideals for blacks to live
they considered non-raced. This was not,
This philosophical ideal
up to so that a portion of the upwardly
therefore, simply an attempt to assimilate
mobile blacks might gain the acceptance
into white society but instead an attempt
was manifested in all aspects
of white society and pave the way for the
to justify their national (rather than rarest of black society.
cial) status as true Americans.
of American life
However, when the ideals of uplift,
The promotion of the concept of
morality, and elevation are closely exam- from technological advancement elevation in the antebellum Africanined in their specific cultural and historiAmerican press, both directly and indical context, a different picture emerges. to individual entrepreneurship.” rectly, also worked toward the political
First, it should be recognized that the
empowerment of African Americans in
leaders of the black press understood that their efforts towards el- two ways. First, by supporting the values of industry, hard work,
evation did not ensure acceptance into white society. Upwardly and frugality, the black press sought to help free African Americans
mobile blacks were often subject to ridicule and even violence at improve their material condition. To contemporary free blacks, pothe hands of whites who felt threatened by their independence.59 In litical involvement depended to some degree on their financial inThe Colored American on September 30, 1837, the editors lamented dependence because of poll taxes and property requirements placed
the fact that all individual efforts by blacks to improve their status on suffrage rights. Thus, working towards the material elevation of
were precluded by racial prejudices: “Why should a colored man, black Americans equated directly to working towards an expanwho is equal in wealth, in education, in refinement and in taste, sion of the black vote. Second, by using the American ideological
be subjected to legal disabilities,—debarred the institutions of the concept of elevation for their own purposes, the black press was
country—crowded into negro pews in the church, and into the able to call into question many of the principles upon which the
dog-cars on the Railroad, or pantries on board the Steam-boats?”60 nation was founded. For example, on April 15, 1837, The Colored
If the leaders of the black press understood that elevation did not American wrote:
guarantee acceptance, why did they continue to stress the necessity
We always, as Christians, have tenderness and pity in our hearts,
of such efforts? To answer this question, it is first important to confor the American people, who so cruelly rob us of ourselves, and of
sider what “elevation” meant to Americans at the time.
our rights. This is the only spirit we desire or mean to cherish, towards
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n Democracy in America, Alexis de Tocqueville recognized
mainstream America’s belief in what he called “the perfectibility of man,” which essentially was the belief that humans were
uniquely able to consciously improve themselves and their society.
This philosophical ideal was manifested in all aspects of American
life from technological advancement to individual entrepreneurJournalism History 34:2 (Summer 2008)

our white fellow citizens. We are aware that it is far better to be the
oppressed, than to be the oppressors, and that we have far less to envy,
than to pity”.64

Cleverly turning the tables on their oppressors, the editors of
The Colored American were, in effect, claiming that it was the black
population that was truly moral.
81

oppressors.67
By revealing the essential connection between all Africandescended people, based on historical identity and achievement
rather than degradation and oppression, Walker created a national
African-American identity in which blacks throughout the nation could take pride. Such a common identity, he hoped, would
Yet let us hope that time and events have caused even them to
be greatly influential in forming ties between African Americans
have made some progress in the first rudiments of our country’s fundamental principles, viz: That all men are equal—not in stature, intellect,
throughout the country, which had the potential to create mass pomorals or manners, (for we colored Americans know that we have better
litical mobilization based purely on common black identity. Nearly
manners than our white fellow-citizens generally), but equal in rights.65
a decade later, the leaders of the new black press, seeking an end to
the legal and extra-legal degradation of black Americans, continued to develop Walker’s construction of
With these comments, The North
a black national identity. The advocacy
Star was criticizing white society’s lack of
of what was essentially an early form of
commitment to the principles of equality
“In nineteenth-century
black identity politics played a crucial
and liberty so fundamental to American
America, it was common
role in the political empowerment of Afdemocracy because it was the black poprican Americans.
ulation that was moral and committed to
for whites to cite
In nineteenth-century America, it
American democratic ideals. This rhetorwas common for whites to cite the hisical strategy allowed African-American
the historical successes
torical successes of European civilization
newspapers to publicly demonstrate that
to support the subjugation of African
all of the arguments for human equality
of European civilization
Americans. From classical Greek literaand elevation used to support the polititure to writings such as Thomas Jeffercal empowerment of white males should
to support the subjugation
son’s Notes on the State of Virginia, white
equally apply to the African-American
authors continually mythologized their
population.
of African Americans.
own past to depict Europeans as history’s
The concept of elevation was comFrom classical Greek literature chosen people.68 Simultaneously, they
mon in the literature and rhetoric of
belittled the achievements and quesboth African Americans and whites in
to writings such as
tioned the humanity of African populathe mid-nineteenth century. Using their
tions, and such historical arguments were
publications, the leaders of the black
Thomas Jefferson’s
extremely influential on social attitudes
press were able to promote and publicly
Americans, both free and
report the efforts of black Americans toNotes on the State of Virginia, toward African
enslaved.69 Meanwhile, the leaders of the
wards moral and material improvement,
African-American press recognized that
and as a result, the leaders of the black
white authors continually
an autochthonous, unique black history
protest movement demonstrated that
mythologized their own past
with roots in Africa was essential to their
black society truly encapsulated Americause. Thus, wishing to prove the innate
can democratic ideals. Being black and
to depict Europeans
abilities of African peoples, they turned
being American were not mutually exclutheir attention to the ancient civilizations
sive. Thus, as contemporary reformers aras history’s chosen people.”
of Africa. On March 18, 1837, in The
gued, to exclude African Americans from
Colored American, the editors addressed
American democracy was, in essence, a
the historical significance of Egyptian civilization:
rejection of the principles on which the nation was founded.
Positioning their argument in this way, the leaders of the black
press were able to further attack mainstream white society’s failure
to submit to their own ideals. This was illustrated in The North Star
on November 2, 1849:

I

n 1829, David Walker, a free black writer and subscription
agent for Freedom’s Journal, wrote in his strong and influential
Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of the World, but in Particular
and Very Expressly, to Those of the United States of America: “For
the information of such, I would only mention that the Egyptians
were Africans or coloured people, such as we are—some of them
yellow and others dark—a mixture of Ethiopians and the natives
of Egypt—about the same as you see the coloured people of the
United States at the present day.”66 This pamphlet, distributed
throughout the nation, surveyed many of the major issues affecting
the lives of both slaves and free blacks because it fervently attacked
all aspects of slavery and the anti-black prejudices of the public.
Also of note was his use of Egypt as a source of African-American
historical identity. Though he was not the first to make this connection, he was the first to fully develop such an argument. As
he reasoned, descendants of Africa shared a common history and
experienced similar oppression, which necessitated that African
Americans must stand together to make a unified response to their
82

Now for a little scrap of history. The negro, you say, is of a degraded race. But who are you? An American. A descendant of the Europeans. And the Europeans who are they? Who? The noble ones of
the earth—the men of literature—of civilization—of science—and of
true religion. And from whence, pray, did they derive their literature,
their civilization, and their religion? Europeans were hordes of naked
barbarians, you know, a few centuries since! Yes; but they drew wisdom
from the Greeks, the Romans, the Hebrews; and they are drawing fresh
lessons still. See those ponderous volumes of classic and sacred literature. But whence, I pray you, did the Greeks, the Romans the Hebrews,
derive their civilization and their letters. The Greeks and Romans were
once savages. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were plain men, dwelling in
tents. No record is made of their literature. When God determined to
make of them a great nation, in what school of learning did he train
up their appointed legislator, deliverer, and guide? ‘Moses was learned
in all the wisdom and knowledge of the Egyptians.’ To whom did the
Greeks and Romans look up, for instruction in letters, in the arts? To
the Egyptians!70

Douglass offered a similar argument in his newspaper on SepJournalism History 34:2 (Summer 2008)

tember 23, 1853, attesting to the importance of Africans in the
development of science:

empowerment of African Americans. As the leaders of the black
press understood, the realization of a common history could be
a powerful tool in the mobilization of black communities toward
The future may yet reveal to us—and in the feelings of hope, we
a common cause.74 Essentially, the belief in a common historical
dare predict, that the future will yet reveal to us the names of colored
origin led many African Americans to recognize an association
Americans so gloriously illustrated in the catalogue of literary excelwith other blacks throughout the country and allowed for conneclence, as to remind the world of the days when dark-browed Egypt gave
tions to be forged despite differences of class, gender, religion, or
letters to Greece, and when the sons of Ethiopia—‘black skinned and
region based on the common framework of a political and moral
wooly-haired,’ despite the archaeological researchers of Gliddon, and
struggle.75
the flippant letters of modern tourists—were at once the originators and
By obscuring differences and emphasizing their common
conservators of science.71
history and their common struggle, the newspapers in effect created an essentialized notion of race that
Such historical depictions worked
crossed boundaries of location, status,
to create a collective history for African
age and political agenda to appeal to the
“By offering a historical view
Americans, who were widely believed
African-American audience as a whole.
to have no history worth recovering or
of
Africa
and
Africans
Thus, the black press worked to create a
writing. These powerful images revoked
national community of concerned blacks
racial stereotypes and created a favorthat revealed the existence
who felt they had a fundamental connecable historical identity, which could be
tion to each other and the slave populaproudly supported by all African-deof
powerful
civilizations
tion in the South. The use of historical
scended people, and by developing these
nationalist images in the press can be
arguments in the press, the proponents
and their achievements,
seen as an attempt at the unification of
of black national identity were able to
reach large numbers of blacks throughthe black press leaders argued widely dispersed black communities as a
fundamental part of a mass political moout the nation as well as beyond.72 Unthat African-descended peoples bilization.
doubtedly, this was extremely influential
in the ideological and political unificapossessed all of the innate
s this study has demonstrated,
tion of diverse communities throughout
the publishers, editors, and writthe African Diaspora.
abilities ascribed
ers of The Colored American and
By offering a historical view of AfFrederick Douglass’s Paper were not solely
rica and Africans that revealed the existo white Americans.
concerned with abolition, nor were they
tence of powerful civilizations and their
focused only on the problems facing
achievements, the black press leaders
The degraded status
elite blacks. They were, however, by no
argued that African-descended peoples
means objective observers of the severe
of African Americans was not
possessed all of the innate abilities asdegradation facing the nation’s black
cribed to white Americans. The degraded
due
to
any
lack
of
mental
communities. These publications were
status of African Americans was not due
used actively to advance the cause of Afto any lack of mental or moral capacity
or moral capacity
rican Americans, and their content was
but instead to slavery, and this realization
both subjective and highly politicized.
fostered new ways for the black press to
but
instead
to
slavery.”
Through their articles and editorial stateattack arguments commonly used to
ments, they fought for emancipation of
support the oppression of free blacks and
slaves. For example, on February 6, 1841, The Colored American slaves and for the political rights of free blacks throughout the nation and provided a means for members of black communities to
talked about the history of white slavery:
do the same. Thus, the African-American press created publications fundamentally in tune with the needs of the black population
It is a curious circumstance, that although white slavery has existand defended them with all of the means at their disposal. As this
ed in Barbary, from time immemorial; yet no example is on record, of an
organized and successful rebellion of these slaves against their masters.
study illustrates, political action was increasingly important in this
Does this fact and the history of slavery in Great Britain and Russia,
respect throughout the nineteenth century.
throw any light on the fitness of any race of men for slavery?
The realization of the significance of political action to African Americans also is important with respect to African-American
The author pointed out that if whites wished to argue that history. An examination such as this, which reveals many of the
inherent inferiority rather than legal condition accounted for the subtleties of antebellum political resistance, shows the importance
deplorable material and mental circumstances of African Ameri- of reform efforts and their place within the lives of African-decans, they also must account for their inability to liberate them- scended people everywhere. By demonstrating the deep concern
selves.73 Such arguments allowed the leaders of the black press to that the elite leaders of the black press had for African-Americans,
point out flaws in the mythologized histories of European society this study precludes arguments that claim the elite status of black
and negate many of their strongest arguments for the subjugation community leaders made their actions irrelevant to examinations
of free blacks and slaves.
of African-American society. Through African-American newspaBeyond the realm of rhetorical debates in the mid-nineteenth pers, elite blacks created and expanded notions of African-Amercentury, the use of a black national identity based on a common ican identity and forged powerful arguments that resonated with
African history also had a great deal of influence on the political individuals across differences in age, gender, class, and location.
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In addition to this, the actions of non-elite blacks through
protest activities formed the popular basis for mass political mobilization. Despite legal and social divisions, African Americans
worked towards common goals, though often in different locations, providing what resources they each could contribute to advance their cause. The elite leaders of the black press gave public
lectures and they created and ran their newspapers; ex-slaves freed
themselves and sought freedom for others, and African Americans
of all classes came together and protested locally and nationally.
Thus, the rhetoric of the antebellum black press can be seen as the
beginnings of a black resistance movement that influenced generations of African-American reformers, rather than a self-interested
plea made by black elites for their own benefit. Furthermore, this
research reveals that instead of non-elite blacks being simply complacent in their subjugation, they played an essential and active role
in their own liberation.
Finally, this study importantly reveals a great deal about the
diversity of the antebellum African-American experience, which
was not limited to slavery. In the years before the Civil War, African Americans made significant contributions to the scientific,
political, and literary history of the nation, and the political ideals of African Americans and the black press were fundamental in
the creation of American ideological values. Moreover, the political
activities and ideas promoted and carried out by African-American
newspapers formed the basis for political protest and resistance before the war. African-American newspapers essentially developed a
means for African Americans to both empower themselves politically and mobilize others towards their cause. Indeed the success
of the early black press set a precedent for all subsequent AfricanAmerican political struggles. Ever since the creators of The Colored
American first revealed the true political potential of African-American newspapers, there has never been a time when an independent
bl;ack press has not existed.
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prize, and a $200 honorarium is awarded to each honorable
mention.
Eligible works shall include both quantitative and qualitative historical dissertations, written in English, which have
been completed between January 1, 2008, and December 31,
2008. For the purposes of this award, a “completed” work is
defined as one which has not only been submitted and defended but also revised and filed in final form at the applicable doctoral-degree-granting university by December 31,
2008.
To be considered, nomination packets must include:
(a) One copy of the complete dissertation;
(b) Four copies each of the following items, with all
author, school, and dissertation committee identification of any kind whited-out:
(i.) a single chapter from the dissertation [preferably not to exceed 50 manuscript pages, not
including notes, charts or photographs],
(ii.) a 200-word dissertation abstract,
(iii.) the dissertation table of contents;
(c) a letter of nomination from the dissertation chair/
director or the chair of the university department in
which the dissertation was written;
(d) a cover letter from the nominee indicating a willingness, should the dissertation be selected for a
prize, both to attend the awarding ceremony and to
deliver a public presentation based on the dissertation at the 2009 American Journalism Historians
Association Annual Convention, October 6-8, 2009
in Birmingham, AL.
Note: Regarding Paragraph (b.)(i.) above, as a guide to selecting a
chapter for submission, the Award Committee has in the past expressed a preference for a chapter which, if possible, highlights the
work’s strengths as a piece of primary-sourced original research.

Nominations, along with all the supporting materials,
should be sent to: Prof. David Abrahamson, Chair, AJHA
Margaret A. Blanchard Doctoral Dissertation Prize Committee, Medill School of Journalism, Northwestern University,
1845 Sheridan Road, Evanston, IL 60208.
The deadline for entries is a postmark date of February
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